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                                            Caravanning Trips with Teenagers 

                                            Take one of our motorhomes with your teenaged kid(s) and join our 3-7 day caravanning trip in Fuerteventura.
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                                       Caravanning Trips with Teenagers
 
                                       
                                         Caravanning Trips with Young kids
                                       
                                                           
                                        Duration: 3-7 days
                          
                                        Location: Fuerteventura 
                             
                                        Price: from €99 per person per day; Whole year around
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                                    What is included
 
                                    
                                             A fully developed, well-proven weekly program with places to sleep, attractions, secret places, but with the necessary flexibility
                                        
 The largest and best equipped, almost completely new, 4-6 person motorhomes
                                        
 A maximum of 4 people will sleep in a motorhome (2-2 next to each other, possibly someone on the extra bed)
                                        
 Bed linen and towels, so that it's really enough to travel with just one backpack
                                        
 If you come with children, we will take care of them during the surf session
                                        
 A dedicated Caravamos tour guide throughout the week who accompanies the group and helps with everything
                                        
 We also help empty and fill the tanks of motorhomes, and we go to the site at any time in case you have a problem, to repair or to switch on anything
                                        
 A 2-3 day trip around the entire island
                                        
 Transfer from the airport to the campers and back to the airport.
                                        
 Many kinds of toys and sports equipment for the beach are in the motorhomes so that you don't have to bring them with you
                                        
 Organizing surfing lessons at any skill level, with full equipment and insurance, if you come to surf with us. The surf package is optional and costs 200 EUR.
                                    
                   
                                   
 
                                   
                                   
                               
                                    What is not included

                                    
                                         The price of the plane ticket
                                        
 The cost of fuel (maximum 1 full tank will be consumed, we don't drive a lot) 
                                        
 Meals (its possible to eat in the cars and of course we will also go to a restaurant, according to the needs of the group)
                                        
 The costs of extra programs, which will be decided by the group (buggy rides, boat trips, diving, aqupark, etc.)
                                        
 Travel insurance  
                                        
 Deposit 1,000 euros per camper (preferably in cash, this will be returned immediately at the end of the tour)
                                        
 We kindly ask you to return the caravans after they have been cleaned inside and the waste water and toilet has been drained
                                       
                                    
       
                                  
           
                                             
                                
      
                                 
                                     Check out our motorhomes  

       
                                
 
                            
 
                             
                                   
                 

                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                What is Caravamos?
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                                            Caravamos.com is not just a caravan rental company, we bring you the community aspect of caravanning. Join us and we guarantee you an awesome holiday among other likeminded people, where you can also glance into a life that once might be yours as well.

                                            	Av. Juan Carlos I, s/n, 35660 Corralejo 
	 Campers: +34 618 630 235
	 Car rental: +34 613 571 357
	
                                                     hello@caravamos.com
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                                    Contact us for a special price

                                    Prices are changing constantly! We might have a last minute offer for you! Type your email address in the box and we send you our best offers right away!
                                                                                                                                                            
                                       
                                     
                                     
                                       
                                    (FYI: we ask for your phone number as sometimes our e-mail bounce back or end up in unsolicited mail folders)
                          
                                    
                                    
                                     
                                    
                                    
                                     
                                  
      
                                

                                  
                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                              
            
        
                            
                
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
                                                                                                     
            
            
            